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What does the sector look like?  

The Finance, Professional and Business Services (FPBS) sector employs around 241,000 

people across the Leeds City Region, together accounting for 19% of total employment
1
.  The 

sector is made up of banking and insurance, professional services and business support 

services. 

Vacancies 

Based on a snapshot from May 2012 (and also corroborated through data from earlier in the 

year), the sector had the highest number of vacancies in the Leeds City Region (11,231) and 

the highest number of unfilled vacancies (8,631).  In both cases, however, it is recognised 

that this is based on a high degree of ‘churn’ within the sector itself rather than being due to 

net growth.  

Future prospects  

The businesses consulted for the qualitative research were generally optimistic about the 

future prospects of the sector as a whole. This corroborates the findings from the economic 

modelling undertaken for the main LEP Skills Research project, which shows that a high 

proportion of the forecast economic growth across the City Region will be driven by this 

sector. 

It is also in line with the results from the main business telephone survey, which shows that 

half of the FPBS companies expect local economic conditions to improve over the next 3-5 

years and a quarter expect no change. Most of the remainder were unsure.   

At a sub-sector level, the picture is more mixed, although some businesses did not feel able 

to comment:  

 Banking and insurance: there has been a significant employment decline since the 

onset of the economic recession.  However, within the Leeds City Region, businesses 

have tended to undertake more traditional services, such as personal finance and 

mortgages, as opposed to the financial engineering activities more common in 

London.  These traditional activities have been less affected by the recession and 

remain in demand; 

 Professional services: although businesses in the sample reduced headcount as a 

result of the recession, there are signs that the sub-sector is recovering and that 

businesses are looking forwards to a more stable future. 

The qualitative research shows that businesses see there being a strong good skills base in 

the City Region and that it is a good place to do business.  Top tier companies reported 

having no plans to relocate although headcount is forecast to remain relatively static for the 

foreseeable future.    

Which skills and qualifications are most important? 

The telephone survey showed that numeracy skills were most commonly expected it increase 

in importance (24%).  This included skills related to sales such as calculating commission and 

providing quotes.  More specialist skills such as keeping up to date with quantity surveying 

methods.  Foreign language skills were expected to increase in importance (23%).  The 

qualitative survey comments show the skills are required in operating overseas and dealing 

                                                   
1
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with customers in the UK.  The languages noted included Eastern European languages, 

French, German and Italian. 

Customer handling skills were also cited as of increasing importance in the survey (22%). The 

qualitative consultations also highlighted communication and sales skills going forwards. 

Industry standard qualifications are the most important to businesses in the sector, with larger 

companies running well-established internal training programmes.  GCSEs and NVQs are 

also seen as being relatively important (compared with post-graduate qualifications and 

BTECs, for example) and more than so post-graduate qualifications.  

Many of the sector’s new recruits are graduates, with businesses looking for evidence of 

academic achievement alongside strong interpersonal and communication skills and a drive 

or determination to succeed in the business. 

Skills issues   

Few of the businesses consulted during the qualitative work reported any significant skills 

gaps or shortages.  Where they did, examples include:   

 Written communication – one business noted that the level of written communication 

amongst existing staff (especially new recruits) and applicants was often lower than 

they would expect;   

 Foreign languages – one business noted that staff are increasingly dealing with 

Eastern European customers that do not speak English.  Although not yet a major 

issue, it is creating a skills gap in the current workforce; 

 Employability skills – one business noted poor employability skills amongst young 

people applying for entry level positions, particularly regarding business/professional 

etiquette.  

Graduates and apprenticeships 

The FPBS sector has an above average proportion of businesses that employ graduates 

(27% compared with 21% for the full telephone survey sample) and an above average 

proportion (18% compared with 12%) that plan to recruit them over the next three years.  

Apprenticeships are used less commonly in this sector (16% of businesses in the telephone 

survey) compared with the overall survey sample (19%).  Just under a fifth of FPBS 

companies (19%) plan to recruit apprentices over the next three years compared with 23% for 

the survey as a whole. 

The business interviews suggested that, while the sector has drawn heavily on graduate 

intake in the past, over recent years recruitment at school-leaving age has increased.  The 

reasons for this are based on the financial return that businesses make on training staff from 

a younger age. It was also noted that whilst there is a good supply of graduates coming 

through university, there is strong competition amongst businesses to attract those with both 

academic attainment and strong employability skills.  The tuition fee increases are expected 

to increase the number of young people choosing to enter work rather than higher education. 

Training provision 

A slightly below average proportion of businesses within the FPBS services sector plan to 

provide training for some or all of their staff (69%, compared with 72% of the full survey 

sample). The businesses that took part in the interviews did however challenge this, with one 

echoing the sentiments of others in saying, “when businesses [in the sector] identify a skills 

gap they plug it quickly”’ 



 

   

Niche providers that deliver bespoke financial and legal training are based in the City Region, 

but beyond these, businesses tend to train in-house, in part at least because local provision is 

not suitably specialist to meet their needs.   

Businesses suggested this was because the content of training available through local 

providers was not specialist enough to meet their needs. 

Opportunities for providers 

The Finance Professional and Business Services (FPBS) sector calls upon the FE and work 

based learning network to a lesser extent than many others in the region.  Whilst some skills 

gaps and shortages do exist, it is more typically through either internal training programmes 

or the recruitment of individuals qualified to graduate level that businesses look to address 

them.   

That is not to say that there is no merit in targeted marketing by FE and work based learning 

providers to employers in the sector – the increasing importance of numeracy and customer 

handling skills, for example, could provide opportunities for closer working, as could the 

growing importance of foreign language skills – but it seems unlikely that the sector will be a 

significant growth area for FE or work based learning providers in the short to medium term.   

From the HE perspective, the research does not suggest any evident dissatisfaction amongst 

employers with the graduates they recruit, aside from isolated examples of sub-optimal soft 

skills (an issue that is repeatedly raised by employers across a range of sectors).  In part this 

is likely to be due to the remuneration that the sector offers and the high calibre of graduates 

applying for places.  The issue seems to be far less pronounced than in other sectors and 

does not provide the basis for any recommendations being made here.       

 


